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Buffet r13 clarinet second hand

The R13 Bb clarinet buffet, which is the sale of commissions for Clarinets Direct. The instrument is in good shape, and has a professional UK owner, who unfortunately had to sell some of his instruments because of an inheritance tax bill. The clarinet has just been overhauled, in a fish leather pad, in our workshop, and sold on a full 1-year
warranty. Bb has a matching serial nose. 227247, which dates to 1982, this was only before Boosey and Hawkes took over the Buffet, and also before the introduction of the Prestige range. R13s from this particular period are supposed to be sought after, as they are made to a much higher standard than contemporary R13. All
corresponding and original pieces, and stamped Buffet. Silver Nickel sliding shows some ingestion, especially to the ring fingers. There is no crack or repair of Grenadilla wood that is in excellent condition. M'piece is a Seimer C* used in good-to-use conditions. The supplied Buffet Case comes with a skin case cover and is in excellent
condition. Home Buffet R13 Bb Clarinet Second Costume Model BC1131-2-0 No 585 ... (Circa 2010) Availability: Usually available within 3 - 7 days £1,695.00 0% FINANCIAL AVAILABLE ON THIS PRODUCT - This product is eligible for finance, use the loan calculator below to see the available options. The clarinet R13 buffet is without
doubt the most successful clarinet design ever produced. The buffet model that replaced R13 always bears the design and dimensions of the bore that referred to this clarinet, which was the creation of Robert Carree in 1955. For players in the UK until the 1970s B&amp;B; H Clarinets in either the format of 926 Imperial or 1010 are the
norms. For advanced students we always recommend they buy a clarinet R13 buffet either new or used for 3 reasons. The first reason is that it is a benchmark instrument for all other professional instruments; second that it retains most of its initial costs if it needs to be sold and third that it is a wonderful clarinet. The R13 clarinet base
buffet produced today from the Buffet plant in France is a major 17 instrument of 6 rings with adjustable thumb breaks. The unique main design is very strong by clever construction with silver forged locks coated on top of the copper layer to the forgotten locks. It is perfect for all kinds of music. Focusing and darkness alongside the stability
of the pitch with the ability to be sweet may be its main attraction. R13 is just as good at home in the world of Symphony as well as in the Jazz or world Band Army. Product Description Details Available in Bb, A or Eb and pitch 440 Hz or 442 Hz, Buffet R13 Clarinet are made of good quality African Blackwood. Silver-blaneable thumb in
clarinet while having a ring to simplify the rope used and along the pads of quality double fish skin are used. On The Professional instrument stage there is nothing to compare it with value and if a composite body (Greenline) to avoid possible cracking is required and instead of additional wood or key Eb bufet is always happy to
accommodate customers. Specifications for Clarinet R13 Clarinet Wood Choice Buffet 17 locks and 6 rings Leather case or rear spec is uniquely available Poly-cylindrical bore design Silver-shaped thumb lock can barrel break with neck straps black blue eye ring and double fish skin pad Additional Information Pengilang Bufet Crampon
SKU HM0883 Kod UNSPC 60131201 - Clarinets Custom Stock Status N/A DR TOOT Brass &amp; Woodwind Specialist present pre-loved (used / secondhand) Crampon Bb Clarinet R13 Buffet. The Choice of Professional Legend was created in 1955 by Robert Carrée and he is said to be the most popular professional clarinet in the
world. His tone was heeled and rich, and he ruled on all lists. His flexibility lends itself to all repertoires: symphonies or chamber music, soloists, teachers, military bands, students or students. The R13 buffet can be found new for $5,295.00 RRP in New Zealand.Certain clarinet has just been better recovered by our qualified repairer,
Masaru.  All female levers are the brand new Pissoni Premium Deluxe pad. He has been established and tested by him - The state of play is top. Made in FranceSerial No: 478658Condition:Brilliant - No calar / No cracks. Features:Body: Hand Selected GrenadillaBore: Poly-Cylindrical / .574Barrel: Grenadilla / 66mm / CylindricalBell:
Grenadilla / SiIver-Ignited Bell RingKeys: Silver PlatedTone Holes: UndercutPads: Itali Pissoni Premium DeluxeSprings: Blue Steel (France)Thumb Rest: Barrel Equipped with French-style buffet case of origin and carrying a beg with shoulder straps, vandoren 5RV mouthpiece with silver-clad ligature Buffet &amp; cap, Cork gris buffet,
new Yamaha swab cleaning, new DR TOOT cleaning cloth, and one Gonzalez reed of your choice. From the goalkeecer to the head cook, the care assistant to the kurier, you'll find thousands of new opportunities regarding Gumtree ▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄'s Previous Work on Page
1 2 Next Stuff for Top Selling looking for Top Locations We're looking for a secondhand-buffet-r13-bb-clarinet, and find the following match: Home / Clarinet - Instruments / Clarinets Used / Buffet Crampon Showing all $5,557.00 $5,300.00 Add to the sales trolley! $5,557.00 $5,300.00 Add to cart sales! $4,841.00 $4,550.00 Add to cart
sales! $4,841.00 $4,550.00 Add to cart sales! $7,565.00 $6,500.00 Add to cart Sale! $6,120.00 $5,500.00 Add to cart Sale! $6,120.00 $5,500.00 Add to cart Sale! $5,027.00 $4,677.00 Add to cart $1,400.00 Read more $3,500.00 Read more Sale! $4,437.00 Add to the $3,090.00 Read over $4,223.00 Read more $5,665.00 Read more than
$3,090.00 Read more Sales! $3,619.00 $3,390.00 Add to cart cart
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